SOLUTION BRIEF
Qumulo & Splunk

Qumulo Delivers an Efficient
and Highly Scalable File
Data Platform for Splunk
Environments
Splunk is the global industry standard for big data analytics. Splunk software transforms
machine-generated data into valuable insights that can help make businesses more
productive, profitable and secure. Utilizing Splunk, innovators in IT, security, IoT and
business operations can search, explore, browse, navigate, analyze and visualize
petabytes of data.
Splunk captures, analyzes, and processes multiple petabytes of data generated by a
large variety of different devices and computers. All this data processed by Splunk can
create challenging demands on legacy storage systems, or locally attached storage.

Qumulo Speeds Innovation and Streamlines
Splunk Big Data Analytics Workloads
Organizations that utilize Qumulo’s file data platform with Splunk software for big
data analytics can speed innovation and more efficiently manage costs for petabytelevels of data.
Qumulo delivers a high performance scale-out file system that meets the speed and
capacity demands of today’s big data analytics environments. Qumulo’s file data
platform is easy to install, manage and scale in the data center and in the cloud.
Qumulo’s file system stores all Splunk data in a single namespace, allowing Splunk to
ingest and process massive amounts of data from one centralized infrastructure. This
enables multi-location research teams to easily access content, collaborate, and process
Splunk workloads faster.

Key Benefits
Manage your Splunk Data,
Not the Storage
Simple Scalability to Support
Petabyte Capacities
• Modular infrastructure makes
scalability easy - just add nodes
• Scale both performance and capacity
on-prem and in the cloud
Reduce Storage Footprint
• Full capacity utilization with erasure
coding instead of bucket replication
Keep All Data Searchable at All Times
• No need for frozen buckets as data can
be stored and searchable on Qumulo’s
file system in cold buckets
Qumulo with Splunk in the Cloud
• Cloud-native file system for Splunk onprem or in the cloud
Real-Time Visibility & Control
• Instant visibility across billions of files
• Simple administration and visibility to
all Splunk data

Qumulo for Splunk Buckets - On-prem or Cloud

Qumulo API-first design
• Automate big data analytics workflows
and processing
Infrastructure monitoring
• Optimize environments for maximum
productivity
Multiprotocol interoperability
• Supports Windows, Linux and macOS
with SMB, NFS, FTP and REST-API
data access
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Maximum Efficiencies and Superior
Data Protection

Real-time Control and Visibility
Across Billions of Files

Powerful All-NVMe or Hybrid platforms can be employed on-prem
or in cloud environments, efficiently managing Splunk index data
at petabyte scale. Instead of replicating bucket data multiple times,
Qumulo uses a very efficient erasure coding scheme which likely
adds an overhead of 20% capacity instead of 200 or 300% for
bucket replication. Unlike other solutions, Qumulo delivers full
performance even with 99% of capacity utilization.

Qumulo’s file data platform provides administrators with
built-in, real-time analytics to monitor capacity usage, capacity
trends, and client activity across the entire file infrastructure.
With Qumulo’s dashboard, users are able to gain insights to
see exactly how Splunk data is being written and used. Issues
can be managed before they occur, and organizations can
more proactively make decisions for planning future growth.
In addition, using Splunk’s advanced query language and
auto-generated visualization, admins can also create custom
visualizations based on Qumulo cluster stats to augment the data
visualization capabilities you already have with Qumulo.

Keep All Data Searchable at All Times
Frozen buckets are not necessary because data can be stored
efficiently and cost effectively on Qumulo’s file system in cold
buckets. Data in cold buckets remain in the index and are
searchable, while data in frozen buckets are removed from the
index. Storing more Splunk data on Qumulo allows you to run
queries against data that has been collected over years, rather
than just recent data.. This provides a more accurate view of
trends, as well as making it easier to pinpoint anomalies.

Qumulo and Splunk in the Cloud
Qumulo’s cloud-native platform makes it simple for organizations
to use Splunk in Amazon Web Services (AWS), Google Cloud
or Azure environments to conduct intensive analytics. This
flexibility eliminates the barriers and complexities of legacy
storage, enabling organizations the freedom to address today’s
rapidly changing project requirements and deployment demands.
Just like on-premise, Qumulo in the cloud eliminates the need
to replicate bucket data, consuming massive amounts of EBS
volume capacity. In addition, organizations can deploy the
Qumulo sidecar for Qumulo cloud clusters in AWS, which will use
serverless functions for EBS monitoring and transparent autoreplacement in case of a failure.

Advanced API-first design allows
real-time integration with Splunk
Qumulo integrates seamlessly with Splunk environments. In
addition, using Qumulo’s REST-API organizations can automate
complex processing and tasks to streamline and speed
workflows.

Qumulo’s Auditing Capabilities are
Splunk Ready
Any file system access operation, as well as any cluster
management task, can be audited and sent to Splunk, providing
companies with real-time visibility into what is happening across
the cluster. File system activities can be correlated with other
network activities and usage patterns to detect anomalies and/or
potential malware activities. See Qumulo Care for more information.

About Qumulo
Qumulo is the leading provider of cloud file data services,
providing real-time visibility, massive scale and API control
of your data across on-prem, and private and public clouds.
Qumulo’s cloud-native file system delivers an identical experience
and capabilities across on-prem, hybrid, cloud, and multicloud
environments. www.qumulo.com.
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